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Introduction 

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) is a 
technique based on positron behaviour in the medium. 
Since a simple relation between ortho-positronium 
(o-Ps) lifetime and void radius was proposed by Tao [9] 
and Eldrup et al. [3], it has become a popular tool in 
investigations of free volumes in solids. In polymers for 
example, it is applied to observe free volume distribu-
tion and phase transition [2]. The model mentioned 
above gives the possibility to determine the free volume 
size from the o-Ps lifetime value, assuming a spherical 
void shape with radius R. Ps atom is trapped in the po-
tential well whose depth is equal to Ps work function. 
In the last 10 years PALS began to be applied to porous 
materials. Such a possibility was opened by the so-called 
extended Tao-Eldrup model (ETE) [1, 4]. It assumes 
cylindrical or spherical pore shapes and, in the case of 
larger size (over 1 nm) takes into account the possibility 
of population of the excited states in the potential well. 
If thermal equilibrium is achieved, one should observe 
a single decay rate averaged over all populated states. 
It is worth mentioning that because population of 
the excited level is temperature dependent, the model 
explains lowering of o-Ps lifetimes with increasing tem-
perature, as observed in porous media. The possibility 
of applying various shapes of the pores in ETE model as 
well as in the porosimetric techniques allows for using 
both methods to investigate porous materials. 
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All kinds of porous media are intensively investi-
gated as they are widely used in industrial and technical 
applications. The subject of this paper was to compare 
the porosity structure in photon active glasses prepared 
using two various initial material: silicon oxide or 
silicon-zircon oxide. Our glasses exhibit absorption and 
emittion of spectra for photonic materials. 

Experimental 

Samples of porous glass produced using a sol-gel tech-
nique were investigated using the PALS technique. 
Two initial matrices were used to produce the porous 
glass: silicon or complex silicon and zircon oxides. The 
initial material was doped by ruthenium tris bipyridyl 
chloride. Depending on a catalyst (HCl, HF or HNO3), 
a temperature of treatment, and conditions of hydroly-
sis, one obtains various porosity and pores distribution 
in the created material [7, 10]. A comparison of the 
room temperature results by PALS with those by the 
liquid nitrogen adsorption method in silica based glass 
were presented elsewhere [8]. 

Samples were measured using PALS in the tem-
perature range from 100 to 500 K. The samples of glass 
were placed in a vacuum chamber, under a pressure 
of ~0.5 Pa. Lifetime spectra were collected by using 
a fast-slow spectrometer with BaF2 scintillators. The 
spectra were recorded in the range of 1 μs the channel 
definition was 117 ps (or in the range of 100 ns, the 
channel definition was 11 ps). The data were processed 
by the LT program [6]. 

The spectra were decomposed into 3 or 4 components 
depending on the recorded range (the measured lifetimes 
value). In a three component fit, the first component 
comes from para-positronium (p-Ps) decay, the second 
one from free annihilation and the longest lived one 
comes from o-Ps decay. In a four-component fit the two 
longest lived are related to o-Ps decay: the shorter one 
of these two, with a lifetime from 1.5 to 5 ns is related to 
o-Ps annihilation in small intermolecular voids and the 
longest lived one – to the annihilation in the pores. 

In this paper the o-Ps components are discussed 
only. 

Results and discussion 

Two series of glass samples prepared using as an initial 
matrix different oxides show different porosity structure 
seen by positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy. 
In both kinds of glasses positronium is formed in the 
whole range of temperatures, but its lifetime value is 
dramatically different. In silica-zirconia matrix one o-Ps 
component exists in the spectrum, its lifetime value 
does not exceed a few nanoseconds. In glass produced 
on silica matrix two o-Ps components can be found 
and o-Ps lifetime values reached 100 ns. 

The o-Ps lifetime and intensity values in the tem-
perature range from about 100 to 500 K in one chosen 
glass sample produced with complex matrix are shown 
in Fig. 1. Both parameters rise in the whole range of 
temperatures, but the tendency is not monotonous. The 
biggest change of the o-Ps lifetime value is seen between 

200 and 300 K, while intensity value in this range almost 
does not change. This may mean that the total volume 
accessible for positronium trapping is much wider at 
higher temperatures. From the lifetime value equaling 
to 2.1 ns at room temperature, using Tao-Eldrup model 
[3, 9] one can determine a void radius of about 0.3 nm. 
It is the typical volume size found in amorphous mate-
rials. In other glasses produced from the same matrix 
similar temperature dependencies of o-Ps lifetime and 
intensity were found. 

Three samples containing the pores of different radii 
were chosen to present experimental dependencies of 
o-Ps lifetime and intensity on temperature in glasses 
prepared on silica matrix. In Figs. 2 and 3 both o-Ps 
components of the selected glass samples are presented. 
The first o-Ps component (Fig. 2) can be ascribed to o-Ps 
decay in small intermolecular voids, always present in 
an amorphous material. The lifetime values reached 
5 ns at the highest temperatures in one of the glasses. 
Temperature dependencies of o-Ps lifetime are linear, 
lines in the figure are fitted to experimental points. In 
polymer investigations such a dependence is usually 
treated as related to thermal expansion of the mate-
rial. Using the Tao-Eldrup formula, from the range 
of changes of o-Ps lifetime one can determine respec-
tive changes of void radii. In the case of glass No. 1 
lifetime, value increases from 1.6 to 2.6 ns, it means that 
the void radius rise from 0.25 to 0.34 nm. For glass 
No. 2, changes of lifetime from 2.0 to 2.85 ns correspond 
to the rise of radius from 0.29 to 0.36 nm. And for glass 
No. 3, increase of lifetime from 3.3 to 4.3 ns corresponds 
to a radius value increase from 0.39 to 0.45 nm. Increase 
of lifetime value coming from thermal expansion of the 
material would mean 20–30% increase of void radius. 

The next component is related to o-Ps decay in the 
pores. At room temperature measurements, the o-Ps 

Fig. 1. The o-Ps lifetime and intensity in the glass sample 
prepared with a matrix of silicon-zircon oxides. 
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lifetime in the pores, τ4, was found to be 18.8 ns in the 
first glass, 42.3 ns in the second one and 63.2 ns in the 
third glass. The pore radii deduced from the ETE model, 
assuming cylindrical shape of voids for such lifetimes 

are equal to 0.79, 1.20 and 1.78 nm, respectively, while 
for spherical shape the radii should be 0.99, 1.55 and 
2.38 nm. The determination of the shape of the pores 
in the glass produced by the sol-gel technique is not a 
simple problem. From our previous paper [8], where we 
compare results of PALS and liquid nitrogen adsorp-
tion/desorption, it comes that the shape of the pores is 
very complicated and both techniques give a different 
size, for example in the case of the bottle-shape pores. 
In some glass samples closed pores exist which are seen 
only by PALS. In the other paper [5] we tried to discuss 
such problems from temperature dependencies of o-Ps 
lifetimes in the pores using the ETE model, but results 
are also unequivocal. From Fig. 3, one can see that o-Ps 
lifetime value in all glasses decrease. This is an effect of 
temperature dependence of population of the excited 
states in the potential well. The intensity values in 
all glasses increase with temperature, in one case 
reaches almost 30%. In means that in the investigated 
material a great amount of the pores exists in which 
positronium can be trapped. 

Conclusions 

Positron and its bound state positronium can be success-
fully used in investigations of materials with complicated 
porosity structure. Each kind of voids/pores results in 
the addition of a new component in positron lifetime 
spectrum. From lifetime value, one can determine free 
volume size. ETE model extends such a possibility to 
the class of porous media. From the intensity value, one 
can determine the amount or sometimes the number 
of the voids. 

From our investigation, it comes that one of the main 
parameters influencing porosity structure of the glass 
produced using the sol-gel technique seems to be the 
matrix used for material preparation. 
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